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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with a transformation of general hypergeometric series of four 
variables into a series of Appell’s function E14 of fourth kind. A number of new 
reduction formulae for Srivastava’s triple series 3’(a) and Kampe de Feriet’s function 
P(e) are derived as special cases. 
1. A unification of Lauricella’s fourteen hypergeometric functions 
Pl, .-*, 3’14 of three variables (4, p. 114) and the additional functions 
HA, HB, Hc of Srivastava (7, pp. 99-100) was introduced by Srivastava 
(6, p. 428) in the form of a general triple hypergeometric series F(3) 
given by 
(1.1) 
p(3) (4 : : (b); (b’) ; @“I : (4 ; (4 ; (c”) ; 
(e) : : (g) ; (g’) ; (g”) : (h) ; (h’) ; (h”) ; x’ ” ’ > 
where (a) means al, a2, . . ., aA and ((a)), has the interpretation 
A A T(aj+n) 
IT (a5b = TI 
i-l i-l r(a5) 
and so on. 
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Let us write a hypergeometric function of four variables in the form 
= m.L 
(a)m+n+p+~(b)m+n+p(d)nz(e)n(f)p(g)p U~X%YPZ@ 
* * * (c)nz+n+P+~(d’)m(e’)n(f’)p m! n!p! q! 
The following reducible cases of (1.2) are obvious : 
(i) For u + 0, Ellp) reduces to a special form of P(s) given by 
j’(3) 
a: :b; -; -:e;f;g; 
c: : -; _; - : e’; f’; _ ; 4 Y, 2 1 
(ii) For y, x -+ 0, F(p4) reduces to Kamp6 de Feriet’s function (1, p. 150) 
Ji’CZ) 
C 
a, b: d; e; 
c: 07; e’; % x 1 
in the contracted notation of Burchnall and Chaundy (2, p. 112). 
(iii) For x + 0 and b =c, Ff) reduces to Laurieella’s function FA (4, 
p. 113) of three variables. 
To suit the purpose of our paper, we will exclusively be concerned with 
the function F$) and its aforementioned special cases without giving any 
relations or connections with recent generalisations of hypergeometric 
series in the form of S(“,) or generalized Lauricella function of several 
variables of Srivastava-Daoust [(S) and (9)]. 
The object of the present note is to obtain a typical transformation 
of Fy) into a series of Appell’s function Fd of fourth kind (1, p. 14). 
A number of new reduction formulae for F(3) and F(2) are obtained as 
special cases. Indeed, we first establish an integral for the product of 
Whittaker functions M~,&E) and Vk,,&) in the form 
F(a+p)T(a-p) xyl x!f2 xg3 jP+* = 
T(a-k+*) (u)a+fi 
a+p: :a-p; -; -; - : ml--l; mz-kz; m3--k3;p--k+i; 
Fy 
a-k+*: : -; -; -; -: 2ml; .%nz; 2m3; -; 
Xl x2 x3 U--P 
-’ -’ 0’ - u u u 1 
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where a=Q+il+m~+m2+m3, X=X~+X~+X~, Re (a+,~)>0, Re (z+p+ 
+&x)>o, o=z+p+$-X, 
(1.4) M~,~(x) = ~*+m e -tx lq*+m-k, 2m+l; 4 
cQ (Q+m-k), xr =xt+W e-L 2 
r-0 pm+ l)r r! 
and 
Formula (1.3) follows as an immediate consequence of (1.4), the integral 
(3, p. 216 (16)) and the definition (1.2). 
2. On setting kl=k2=k3=k=O=A, x= --&j3, ml=*+v, mz=m3=*+p, 
x1=2j3, xz=2y, 23=26 in (1.3) and using 
and 
M,,,(x) = 22r F(p + 1) 2% I&x) 
where K,,(X) and l;(z) are modified Bessel functions, we get 
(2-l) I= 7 t K, (at) I”(#%) I@) qf%) clt 
= I (4v om Cc!)- 2--2”-m r(2+2p)r(2+2v+2p] 
22/” T(v+l) (r(p+1))2 qf+y+2p) 
[ 2+2y+2p: : 2+2p; - ; - ; - : v+$; p+s; p+4; v+4; 
iq’ 
g+y++:: --; --; -; -:2v+1;2p$1;2p+l; -; 
2j3 2v 26 Q-201 
-2 
-> 
eee -2 @ 
3 
where e=or+/3+y+d, Re (l+v+,u)>O and Re (CX & /3 k y f d)>O. 
On comparing (2.1) with a result of Saxena (5, p. 131) 
hv w)” J%J + v + 1) 
I= r(v+l)r(p+l) (a2+p-y2--82)~fv+l 
p4 p+v+l 
[ 
p+y+2 4dp 4yw 
--) 
2 - 3 v+l, p+l; (,2+p2-y2-p)2’ 2 1 (&2+j32-y2-#)2 
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where .8’4 is Appell’s function of fourth kind (1, p. 14), we obtain 
(2.2) i?y ’ 
[ 
2u+2b: :2b+l; --; --; -:a; 
a+2b+l: : --; --; --; -:2a; 
b; b; a; 
2b; 2b; 
2P -9 e 
26 
T’ 
T(b + 9) T’(u + 2b + 1) p2a+2b 
= 22a I’(2b+l) T(u+b+&) (~~+/3~-y~--8~)~+’ 
--, a+&, b+iJ; 
4a2,62 4 y2 62 
--p---y -Jr- 1 
where ~=ol+a+y+d and O=CX~+/~~--~-~~. 
3. For 6 -+ 0, (2.2) reduces to 
2P 2Y B+Y-” ,-- -- 
Oc+p+y oI+B+y’ a+B+y 1 
T(b+g) Qz+2b+l) (c~+/S+y)~~+~~ 
= 22~ P(2bfl) P(u+b+# (a2+/P--y2)a+b 
u+b u+b+l 





’ (S+/!P- y2)2 
> 
whereas for y and 6 + 0 it yields 
2u+2b: 2b+l, a; a; 
(3.2) J”(2) 2is B-a 
u+2b+l: 2~; -; /?+a’ /!-?+a 1 
T(b+&) r(u+2b+l) (a+/9)2”+2b 2pl 
u+b u+b+l 
=~- 2, - 
2 ; 
4a932 
22a I’(zb+ 1) T(~+b+g ($+p)a+a 
a+$ 
(a2+/92)2 
For 2b + 1 = 2u, (3.2) leads a reduction formula 
(3.3) 31 
[ 
2P k@ 4u-l,u,u,3u; - 
B+a’ /?+a 1 
= JYW(3u) (~4 +PJ4”-l ,2pl. a- 4, a+ f . 
( 
4&9 
22a{T(2u))2 (,2+p)-f a+4 ’ (o?+j32)2 > 
where PI is Appell’s function of first kind (1, p. 14). We note that special 
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cases of (3.3) for /?=a and /-I --f 0 could have been obtained directly from 
Euler’s fundamental integral representation of hypergeometric function z.l?~. 
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